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Offer Details:  Up to $300 Onboard Credit* per stateroom

*On-board credit amount based on category booked:

On-board credit Per Stateroom 

Studio Inside Balcony
Mini-

Suite
Suite

$37.50 $75 $150 $200 $300

Applicable Destination: all open for sale Norwegian Epic Europe sailings

please see valid sailing dates tab for details

Booking Window: 05/11/11 - 06/19/11

Program code to receive onboard credit offer: EASYFARE

Terms and Conditions

Offer is valid for Norwegian Epic Europe itinirary only.

Offer is valid for new individual and new group bookings booked within the booking window.

Offer is NOT combinable with existing group block rates.

Onboard credit offer is per stateroom, in U.S. Dollars, based on category booked, and will be applied to 1st and 2nd guest on the reservation. For category T1 onboard credit applies to the 1st guest on the reservation.

Onboard credit has no monetary value, non-transferable, and may not be used toward onboard service charges. Singles paying 200% are entitled to full onboard credit value.

Offer Combinable with program codes LATITUDE, PGMIL, ENSEMBLE,TSAVER,TFGROUP,CHOLIDAY, VCOM, CSHOPPES,SIGNATUR,VIRTUOSO,TIFWP, TIILS, TIFGR, TIIS2,TG50C, TICEV, OBC, TIOBC 

Offer Combinable with program codes PGOBC, PGAXOC, PGAARP, PGAARP1, TGWTHE, NICKAARP, PPSRVCHG , LATOBC1

Guests who cancel and rebook must accept this promotion's Terms and Conditions.

Government taxes & fees, and onboard service charges are additional.  

IMPORTANT NOTICE: NCL reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement without prior notice should the closing price of West Texas Intermediate Fuel increase above $65 per barrel on the NYMEX (New York Mercantile 

Exchange Index).  In the event a fuel supplement is charged, NCL will have sole discretion to apply the supplementary charge to both existing and new bookings, regardless of whether such bookings have 

been paid in full.  Such supplementary charges are not included in the cruise fare.  The fuel supplement charge will not exceed $10.00 per passenger per day.

Offers are based on availability, are capacity controlled, apply to selected sailings and combinability with other offers is subject to change or cancellation at any time per Norwegian discretion. Other restrictions may apply.

Promotion valid in United States, Canada, and international select markets.

Norwegian is not responsible for typographical errors or omissions.  Ships’ registry: BAHAMAS and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. ©2011 NCL Corporation Ltd.

Epic Europe Bonus Offer

Qualifying new individual reservations can be moved into existing group and count towards Tour Conductor Credits. 


